TEACHING STRATEGIES

COMPETENCY #1: Review garment labeling and care labels.

MOTIVATOR: Show ZIGGY cartoon. Use either as a transparency or blow it up into poster size.

NOTE: If you have just taught Unit 10, and covered this information, go on to competency 2. If you have not taught Unit 10, see competency 5 in that unit.

Additional resources and information worksheets are found in this unit also. See resource section.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Show samples of labels/hangtags on overhead. Discuss.

2. Analyze LABEL PROBLEMS.

3. Students will complete DISCOVERING LABELS/HANGTAGS worksheet.

4. Show INTERNATIONAL CARE SYMBOLS on overhead and discuss care labeling laws. Complete USING CARE LABELS worksheet.

5. After a discussion on care of clothing have students complete HOW DO I TAKE CARE OF IT? worksheet.